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Spring 2016
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Welcome
Staff Contacts
Continued Discussion (prior fora)
–
–
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–
–

•

New Information (since last fora)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Preferred Name
Online Video Tutorials
Online Proxy Access
Walker Application
UNC Online Proctoring
Major Declaration/Change Closure

Degree Audit Update
Grade Submission
Time Ticket Change
Registration PIN
Complete Term Withdrawal
Non-Advising Faculty Access
Banner Security Redesign
Dismissal Policy Changes
Registration Closing AAR

Discussion, Questions, &/or Suggestions

Our
Agenda

We’re fully staffed! – No changes

Whom Do I Contact?
http://www.uncw.edu/reg/WhoDoIContact.htm

Continued Discussion

Preferred Name (Update)
Places Where Preferred First Name is used
• Online Campus Directory
• Email Display Name (OWA/Outlook)
• Diploma
• SeaNet
–
–
–
–

•

mySeaport
–
–

•
•
•

Grade Reports
Class Rosters
Faculty Rosters
Advisee Rosters
Class Photos
Advisee Photos

Blackboard Learn
Degree Audit
Most Web Reports

Future Preferred First Name Use Planned:
•
Unofficial Transcripts
•
UNCW OneCard (discussing)
•
Housing Room Assignments (in the works)
•
Auxiliary Services
•
& many other ancillary systems

Places Where Legal First Name Is Used:
•
Student Accounts
•
Financial Aid
•
Responses to enrollment inquiries, such as
verification requests (unless you have chosen
FERPA exclusion)
•
Official Transcripts
•
Payroll

Online Video Tutorials
The video tutorials can be found on the following websites:
• Skillport – Listed under “UNCW Custom Courses”
• Office of the Registrar Website –
http://www.uncw.edu/reg/videotutorials.html
• YouTube – UNCW Office of the Registrar channel

Online Video Tutorials
Videos Currently Available:
• REG100 – FERPA Student Awareness
• REG110 – All About Degree Audits
• REG120 – All About Transcripts
• REG130 – All About Graduation
Future Planned Videos:

• Fac/Stf FERPA Training
(onboarding & 3 yr renewal)
• Residency
• Tuition Surcharge
• Re-enrollment

•
•
•
•

Major Change
UNC Online
New Degree Audit Training/Review
Advisor Change

Online Video Tutorials
Forum Notes:
-

-

-

In the midst of developing a Faculty/Staff FERPA training that we hope can
be included into our campus onboarding process. This way, when new
faculty/staff members are hired, this is included in their new employee
orientation.
The presentation is about an hour long and includes a quiz at the end.
Upon successful completion of the course, a certificate will be mailed to
HR, then mailed to the employee’s supervisor.
Currently, there is no FERPA training during the onboarding process, so
this will be a great resource for new employees.
Also hope to make this a continuous renewal, such as the harassment
training, that must be completed every three years.

Proxy Access - GPAPRXY
Recently a mother called our office for information on
her daughter. She was set up as a proxy by her
daughter, but because she didn’t know the passphrase
assigned by her daughter, we would only answer in
generality. She responded that over the last four years,
she has called numerous offices and has always
received specific information concerning her daughter.
I want to caution you that you should be checking for
authorization prior to disclosure of non-directory
information. GPAPRXY provides that information for you.

Proxy Access - GPAPRXY
Forum Notes:
-

If you have Banner access, but don’t have access to this form, let us know and we can make that
adjustment for you.
GPAPRXY is a Banner form that indicates what access and to whom they they have designated access.
The individual who they give access to (parent, coach, etc.) will have their own login information, so they
will not be using the student’s credentials.
Pay close attention to the passphrase if the proxy contacts you over the phone. If they have their own
credentials and can login online, they can access all of this information on their own.
Two things you need to be aware of are the passphrase and the beginning/end dates. The student may
have authorized someone access, but set an expiration date for that access.

Forum Notes:
Question – Where would a faculty/advisor who doesn’t have Banner access find this information?
Answer – If you don’t have Banner access, you will need to call the Office of the Registrar to verify the
information. We can look this information up and provide you with what you need to know (passphrase, who
has access, etc.). However, many offices have their own FERPA form, so be sure to check with your supervisor to
see if your department has a specific method for collecting this information.

Walker Application
Fall Fora Question: If someone is planning to walk, but not graduate for another 3 or 4 hours,
where do they apply to walk? Or, how do we explain to them what to do?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Students may be allowed to participate in the graduation ceremony if they are expected to meet
requirements with the completion of one course of up to four (4) hours during the term immediately
following the graduation ceremony.
Students approved to walk will not have their names appear in the commencement program.
Students approved to walk will not receive any recognition of university honors and/or distinctions (no
distinction cords issued) until all graduation requirements have been met.
Students will fill out the online graduation application for their appropriate term of graduation.
In addition to the online graduation application, students will be required to complete a Request to Walk
in a Graduation Ceremony acknowledging the criteria and responsibilities of walking in a ceremony, prior
to meeting graduation requirements. The course still required will be noted on this form along with a copy
of their degree audit.
Each department will be responsible for maintaining a list within their department, as they are notified by
the individual students. A list is maintained by the graduation specialist for cap and gown distribution,
which is sent to the bookstore and transition programs for record-keeping purposes.
Any student not meeting the criteria for early participation in graduation, as set forth by the UNCW
Faculty Senate, will be denied to participate by the Office of the Registrar. Appeals must go through the
student's respective College/School Dean.

Walker Application
Forum Notes:
-

-

The walker application is now an online form, so students can print out the application and turn it into our
office in-person or via email to Paula Greene at greenep@uncw.edu.
There are two applications, the regular graduation application that’s available in SeaNet and the walker
application, which is a PDF.
The walker application allows a student to walk in the ceremony if they are four hours or less from
graduating.
We’ve expanded the instructions, so that you are able to advise students better throughout this process.
The walker application has changed a little bit due to the fact that the form is now online and students
don’t have to come to our office to fill it out. This allows them to fill out the information on their own, and
simply turn it in when it’s complete.
The deadline is always the last day to withdraw for undergraduate students.

Walker Application
Forum Notes:
Question – The reports that are given to us every two weeks do not allow us to properly advise students on
this process. We won’t get a final report until the 18th (Friday), which only includes the students who’ve applied
to graduate through the 16th (Wednesday). Is there a way to align those dates better? Last semester I had a ton
of students who were under the impression that they couldn’t apply to graduate until their audit cleared. I can
see where students may be confused.
Answer – Unfortunately, the report is set up on an automated schedule, so it’s not manually run through our
office. Right now, since it touches on degree audit data, it’s not something that can be run by departments.
However, we hope that this is a feature DegreeWorks will offer, so we will plan to look into this further once we
go live. In addition, on the 15th of every month I (Jon) send an email to every student who has more than 88
hours. I can’t see if they’re close to graduation, but I still send it as a reminder. In the email, I include
information regarding what they should be looking for in their audit.
 FYI – Mass emails go into students “clutter” box many times. Apparently, anything that is sent via
Blackboard automatically goes into that folder, so many times students don’t see the emails.
 I will look into this issue. I did a pilot study last spring, so this reminder email was incorporated based on
some of the suggestions from students last semester. As far as timelines go, I think we may need to go back
and look into this issue. If we need to make exceptions we will, so just send those students to us and we can
work them into the mix.

Walker Application
Forum Notes:
Question – If they apply for graduation, but they are three credits shy, do they have to fill out a walker form?
Answer – No, if they are three hours short, they simply have this as an option. Many times students take
advantage of this during the spring term, since there isn’t a commencement opportunity offered in the summer.
Either way, it’s just an option, but they need to understand that they will not be included in the program or be
given any distinction cords.
Question – What’s the deal with the cap and gown? If they fill out the application, they get a cap and gown? I
had a student last year that was not able to receive their cap and gown.
Answer – The authorization comes from our office, so once the walker application is received, we will check to
see how many hours short they are (if they are more than four, they can’t walk), and send their information to
the bookstore. If you run into a situation where you think there’s an error, just reach out to our office.

UNC Online Proctoring
Fall Fora Question:

Does that elevate the need for a student to obtain their own testing
services for tests thru UNC Online? In the past, there were additional fees that students were
responsible for. Is there a flyer or anything we could provide to students and advisors that would
bring attention to it? [Response from GA]
There are a variety of types of proctoring, and depending on location and service, some of them
do have a cost to the student. Online proctoring services through ProctorU.com always have a fee
associated with them; university testing centers and most libraries seldom do. Individuals who
are licensed by us as proctors have the option of charging a fee. All fees are clearly displayed to
the student prior to them selecting a proctor.
Now, in the grand scheme of things, we would like to see the UNC system come up with a way to
waive fees for financial need students at a minimum. Nirvana would be to somehow centrally
fund them for everyone. It is one of the items on the agenda of the UNC Online Task Force.
Nothing to report yet on that front, but it is on our radar, as we do see the potential issues there.

Major Change Closure Notification
Fall Fora Question: Do you think there is a need to send major change app closings
to students?
We do not currently communicate this closure with students. We certainly can send a
notification to students, but honestly many of the e-mails that our office sends simply
go unread. Students have told us time and time again that they only read UNCW
emails from their instructors and advisors. Our office figures that since students have
to meet with an advisor (whether in person or electronically) to receive their PINS
anyway, it is a great opportunity for the advisor to share the information regarding the
major change application closure with their advisees. Of course, this assumes that the
advisor appointment is prior to the closure deadline. That may not always be the
case.
We did not send prior to the March 1 deadline.

Major Changes (suspended)
This is just a friendly reminder that curriculum
changes will be suspended through the online
major change application in Seaport between
March 1, 2016 and April 13, 2016. Please
remind your advisees to submit their requests
prior to its closing. The system will re-open on
Thursday, April 14, 2016.

Major Change Application Closing
This is being brought up again on March 21 in an
effort to review that original decision, allowing
students to make curricular changes year round.
Please voice your opinion, for or against, with your
respective Associate Dean before March 21.

Major Change Application Closing
Forum Notes:
- University College sends out an email to students reminding
them when the declaration closes. Students who have 30 hours
in resident are targeted and are sent a notification a week/week
and a half prior to the closing if they are going from UC to major.

New Information

Degree Audit Update

Degree Audit Update

JR

Degree Audit
Forum Notes:
-

-

As an advisor, you’ll have two access points available through a drop-down menu. The drop-down menu
will show what you see and what your student sees and will be very easy to switch roles within the degree
audit.
You will be able to click on a course and see what sections are available. We think courses that have been
rolled forward will also be visible.
This system is much more interactive and inclusive. For instance, if there is a pre-requisite or if there are
fees associated with the course, all of those things will be identified.
The only time it touches live data is when you click on the individual links. Otherwise, it is just housed in
the DegreeWorks system.
It was just announced that Honors College will now have their own audit available.
We will be doing training sessions in late summer/early fall. You will be able to use the current degree
audit this summer, to ensure there is enough time to get comfortable with the transition.
We are in the process of building the current catalog right now, so once that’s built we will go ahead and
begin building next year’s catalog. This ensures that when we go live, we will already have two years on
DegreeWorks. Our end goal, if feasible, will be to go back and have six years worth of catalogs.
When you are advising freshman this summer, you will still be utilizing the current system. You will not
have had enough time training, and we may not feel comfortable enough answering your questions.
However, if all goes well, the new system will be identical to our current system (only better).

Degree Audit
Forum Notes:
Question – So the fee would be shown on the screen that is shown on the last screenshot?
Answer – Yes, if there is a fee mentioned in the course description, it will be visible here and will
also have a fee attribute included.

Question – In the future, will it list both summer and fall courses?
Answer – I’m not sure, but in theory, I think we will be able to display it if the schedule has been
rolled forward. In the long term, I would like to open up additional terms. Right now, we have
summer and fall, and at the end of March we will build spring of next year. I would like to go
ahead and open up another future term, so that a student can physically see what’s going to be
offered that far out and be able to click on a course to add to their plan. This will also make it
easier for departments to determine where the demand is. It won’t dictate what you have to
offer, but it should provide you with the information needed to make those types of decisions.
Question – Is there going to be anything that says it’s “tentative” if you decide to list future
terms?
Answer – Yes, it would have to. Nothing is guaranteed, and even the catalog is “tentative”.

Degree Audit
Forum Notes:
Question – Will doubles both appear in the same degree audit or will you have to pull two
separate audits?
Answer – Double majors will show on the same audit, with different “blocks” for the major
requirements and a shared University Studies block.
Question – Will the students coming in the summer for the fall be under the new system?
Answer – Yes, June 17th is when this project has to be completed, so everything will be ready by
then. It will potentially switch over with the students you have now, but we don’t expect you to
learn the process alongside of the student, so you do not need to worry about making your switch
then too.

Degree Audit Update
We ran a “look ahead” and plugged in two courses the
student needed. They show up in blue as a “plan” and
complete Writing Intensive:

Grade Changes Reminder
Incomplete assignments and grade changes must be received in the
Office of the Registrar via the online grade change submission. Grade
changes received via email will not be accepted. Grade change
approvals are retained forever and the 5-10 page email chain dialogue
is not appropriate for inclusion in the student’s academic record.
More information: http://www.uncw.edu/reg/faculty-grading.htm

Incomplete Grade Assignment
Incomplete Conversion
Grade Change

Grade Changes Reminder
Forum Notes:
Question – Is this form stored in WebNow?
Answer – No, it’s an online submission form, so you would just login and choose the student,
course, etc.
Question – If I’m an advisor, can I find/see if a student has had a grade change?
Answer – Right now, no. It’s an access form that only our office can see. It’s not an ImageNow
document, so you wouldn’t be able to find it there either. You can always reach out to our office if
you have a situation that you would need to find that information.

Time Ticket Change
Time tickets have been assigned for summer
(201660) and fall (201710).
In the past we have assigned 200 students per time
ticket. Beginning this summer we have increased
this number to 400. The change in number of
students per time ticket reduced the time necessary
to open registration for all students from 2 weeks to
1 week.

Time Ticket Change
Forum Notes:
-

-

-

In the past, it was set up in 200 student intervals because of system demand and not being
able to handle that amount of students in the IT pipeline.
The split between Friday afternoon and Monday morning yielded a two-day anxious
experience for students with similar characteristics.
We are allowing 400 students in at the top of every hour since we don’t open time tickets up
in the evenings and weekends. Fortunately, the process for the spring was very clean, in
terms of the number of students in each hour/day.
Registration pins are usually assigned within 2-3 days of drop/add period of current term.

Time Ticket Change
Forum Notes:
Question – Does that mean that all tickets will be open Friday by 5pm?
Answer – Yes, it worked out pretty fluently. Tickets were assigned in the following order:
Priority/Grad students (Monday), Seniors (Tuesday), Juniors (Wednesday), Sophomores (Thursday
morning), Freshman (Thursday afternoon), and Non-Degrees (Friday). We can’t always guarantee
it will open up that way as it will depend on the size of the group, but I’d like to say it will open
within a week’s timeframe for all students.
Question – Has there been testing done on the capacity of SeaNet/Wifi on having 400 students
on the system at one time?
Answer – Yes, and we can actually go up to 800, but obviously did not want to test the limits.

Time Ticket Change
Forum Notes:
Question – In the past, time tickets were assigned for two weeks as opposed to now where they are
only open for a week (April 4th-8th this semester). The two weeks used to give us a week more of
advising time, so we want to make sure we communicate this information clearly to advisors so they
know what to expect. Most of your students will not be registering on one day, as opposed to numerous
days.
Answer – Theoretically, opening up 400 students shortens the time that these tickets are open. However,
our intent was not to cause havoc as we thought all advising appointments were done by the time it
was advertised that registration is open. We now know that is not necessarily the case and many of you
are still advising during that time.
Question – Even though there are 400 in the system, we (advisors) have to work with that many more
students in a very short window. That has impact on how we do our work and what kind of experience
the student has. It would be helpful if you would consult with us and include the advisors in that
conversation before a decision is made that negatively impacts us.
Answer – We pulled the trigger on this one because we didn’t think it would have any effect on advisors,
let alone a negative one. The rollout of communication for this process was supposed to be today and
were trying to be as transparent as possible, but did not realize that this would be a major issue. We will
go back and reassess this process, but it is important to know that we are also feeling the pressure of
trying to facilitate students more efficiently. At this point, we will need to document that this is an
advising issue and not necessarily a system issue and go back to the drawing board.

Complete Term Withdrawal
Application – Fall 2016
• University College Students
• Immediate Notification to Dean of Students
• Check for future term registration and
notification

Complete Term Withdrawal
Forum Notes:
-

-

As part of the new retention effort, UC students must receive approval before they are
allowed to withdraw. We are hoping this is completed by fall 2016.
Sometimes students add comments to the survey that must be completed via the Office of
Dean of Students. In the past, those comments have not been sent immediately, so we are
now making sure that anything included in the comments section be sent immediately in
case there are distress signals where students may need help.
Will check for future term to ensure students that have registered for another term are
notified, via a pop-up notification, to drop their future courses if they don’t plan on coming
back.

Complete Term Withdrawal
Application – Spring 2017
• Working on a “back door” for Dean of Students when
students become incapacitated
– Undergraduates only
– Fall/Spring terms only

• May do similar “back door” for Associate Deans
– Extenuating Circumstances only
– Individual courses
– Term withdrawals

Non-Advising Faculty Access
At the request of General Counsel, we are currently
reviewing the levels of access for faculty who do not
have advising roles. Compliance with FERPA restricts
access to transcripts, GPAs, audits, residency statuses,
FUSS policy calculations, and various other data points
for non-advising faculty. We have already begun
limiting such access and will continue throughout the
semester.
The Office of the Registrar concurs with these changes
in support of students’ privacy.

Non-Advising Faculty Access
Forum Notes:
Question – I don’t have any students assigned directly to me, but I am an advisor, so will my
access be taken away?
Answer – We have that functionality in Banner, but we aren’t going to go that direction. If you
have a legitimate need for advising access, you will still have it. This will only change access for
non-advising faculty. General Counsel is also involved in these discussions.

Banner Security Redesign Project
The University is working with a SIG security consultant to
follow best practices in Banner security administration. They
have advised a complete review and restructuring of all
Banner security classes. These have been developed on an asneeded basis since going live with the Banner system, so this
review is to clean up our structure and to develop a more
efficient, easier to manage system.
Financial Aid is nearly finished with their redesign. Finance
and HR are preparing to go live in a few months. Student has
the broadest range of Banner forms/processes and users. Our
redesign is in development and expected to go live in early
fall.

Banner Security Redesign Project
We expect the changes to be mostly transparent to the user. Some
access will be expanded. Unneeded or inappropriate access will be
removed. Chris Wrede will be contacting users during this process to
assess their access needs.
Concerned about your access? Ask to be included on the test group!
We will be testing over the summer months to ensure that all users
have the access needed to perform their jobs.
The project team is currently evaluating options to develop a new
Banner access request process to replace the pdf forms.
SSRS access is not currently part of this project, but we plan to
evaluate these classes as well at a later date.

Banner Security Redesign Project
Forum Notes:
-

-

-

The cleanup is going to be a unified approach to how we assign security. Financial Aid is
almost finished. They went first because their classes are a lot narrower in scope and they
also have less forms and users. Finance and HR are in the process of working on this, but
since “Student” is the broadest scope, we will be going last, with an estimated completion
date of late fall.
Our goal is to make this as transparent as we can. Hopefully you won’t see any changes, and
in some cases you will have more access than you did before, but it will be whatever is
deemed appropriate for your role.
Anything that is not needed or isn’t appropriate will be addressed, but if anyone is concerned
about losing access that you think you may need, feel free to volunteer for a test group.

Dismissal Policy Changes – Fall 2016

Fall Semester Probation

Spring Semester Probation

NEW!
Campus Visual Reminders
--deployed this week for
grad deadline reminder

Registration Closing ?
After Action Review

- Spring 2016 Pilot -

After Action Review
Pre-registration
Discontinue pre-registration.
Fall/Sum registration opens: 1st Monday in April
Fall/Sum registration closes: end of drop/add
Spring registration opens: 1st Monday in November
Spring registration closes: end of drop/add

Continue pre-registration.
Fall/Sum pre-registration opens: 1st Monday in April
Fall/Sum pre-registration closes: May 31
Fall registration re-opens: Friday before classes start (fall or summer)
Spring pre-registration opens: 1st Monday in November
Spring pre-registration closes: 1st Sunday in December before exams
Spring registration re-opens: 3rd Tuesday in December

Positives
What worked well?
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Thank you for asking for feedback. I am 100% in favor of open registration for undergrads. This will make it
easier for scheduling classes and assigning faculty load, rather than waiting for numbers to finalize until
reg opens back up. It works for grad students...why not UGs? (Faculty-WCE)
More time for students to register and work on their schedule (Faculty-CAS)
Overall it is an advantage. (Faculty-CAS)
Our office is in favor of the new process. (Staff-CHHS)
Regarding the feedback requested- we had absolutely NO complaints! Everything seemed to run very
smoothly and we were better able to anticipate the needs of students and thus faculty load, etc. Our vote
is to keep it open! (Faculty-WCE)
Wow – I LOVED that pre-registration stayed open until the conclusion of drop/add!
It saved the incoming exchange students from being confused/panicked when they needed to make final
changes, but registration would not re-open until the day they were traveling to the U.S. (Staff-Int’l)
I like the idea of not closing pre-registration until the drop/add deadline because as an employee student,
I may not be able to register before pre-registration closes due to the need to make sure my class(es)
won’t impact my work schedule. There have been times in the past when the course(s) I needed to take
were during the day and my supervisor wanted to wait until closer to the beginning of the proposed
schedule change to approve it, needing to verify the workload in the department for that timeframe. Once
I received authorization, it was past the preregistration dates so I had to wait until the semester was
beginning to register. (Staff/Student)

Positives
What worked well?
8. I would like to strongly encourage the Registrar’s office and the Associate Deans to permanently eliminate pre-registration in favor of
simply leaving registration open through the Add/Drop deadline. (Faculty-CSB)
As an Asst Professor in the Cameron School of Business, I am charged each semester with advising a sizable number of students who
are majors in my department. I would imagine this is the case for professors of all ranks throughout the university. Pre-registration
presents a significant increase in workload for us in having to advise many students twice each semester. Here is the typical scenario:
Step 1: I meet with an advisee to plan his/her schedule for the following semester and issue the student his/her PIN.
Step 2: Student goes and registers during pre-registration, while haggling with professors to be let into closed sections, getting overrides, and
other such registration effort.
Step 3: Pre-registration closes, and student does not or cannot pay bill by deadline. This is often the case with Financial Aid recipients. This
cancels the students entire registration.
Step 4: Student emails me again during Drop-Add for another meeting to figure out what to do now that he/she is registered for no or few classes
and now is in peril of not graduating having to fit into sections that don’t have additional seats. Stressful for student and advisor, including much
senior angst.
Step 5: Registration haggling happens again, with hopefully a reasonable outcome.

Understanding that there are financial exigencies that might make cancelling a student’s registration for non-payment necessary at
some point, does this have to happen at the period when registration is closed? It would save a few steps above to be able to leave
Registration open and have students and advising faculty deal with far fewer instances of financial issues defeating a student’s
registration.
Advising is an important function of faculty here at UNCW, and making the process less taxing on everyone involved would go far in
being able to wisely use our human resources and capital.

Positives
What worked well?
9.

I do like that SEANET did not close during pre-registration giving students the opportunity to register
through drop/add. That made it easier as an advisor when re-enrollees and students needed to register or
make changes throughout the time period. I would like to see SEANET stay open in the future like that.
(Staff-WCE)
10. I do like that the system stayed open, made it much easy to work with students who needed to adjust
their schedules especially for academic or major reasons. When I first started at the university, they did
not close down SeaNet (similar model to what we did this past semester, with the exception of a small
billing window), but we also released new seats in June. My opinion…The majority of our continuing
student’s schedules will be set by the time they leave for the summer so I do not anticipate the students
grabbing the freshmen/transfer seats. Will some students take some of the orientation seats, yes. Feel
like is more the exception than the rule though. (UC-Advisor)
•
Clarification: Impossible for current students or new students not in the active orientation session
to take those seats.

Negatives
What needs retooling?
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Provide visible number of seats reserved for transfer and freshmen separately. The cumulative seat
reservation number seemed to imply all reserved seats were available for each orientation. (Staff-UC)
(i.e. students/advisors should be able to tell that 1 reservation is for transfer and 5 are for freshmen)
Hands on, manual manipulation throughout the rollout. If approved permanently, we plan to automate
many of these processes. (Staff-Registrar)
We didn’t have a date to tell students to expect their tuition bills (Faculty-CAS)
•
I heard multiple dates ranging from middle of December to December 21
•
The 12/21 didn’t make sense to me with School closing a day or so after that then re-opening just
before transfer orientation
Students wanted faculty to advise them during exams or even after graduation and couldn’t understand
why we weren’t available during exams or on campus after graduation (Faculty-CAS)
•
I think this came from the freedom to continuously change their schedule
•
Remember CAS does not have folks who only advise and are on campus as staff are; CAS advisors
are faculty members (except for BIO). Please remember this as other changes are made on campus
with no CAS advisor input just the professional schools involvement. Get boots on the ground not
chairs and deans opinions.
Timeliness of open seat rollout to the campus population, following orientations (Staff-UC)

Negatives
What needs retooling?
6.

7.
8.

For the last few years we have closed the system in May before Freshman Orientation (possibly even
before transfer orientation in May for fall classes) HOW are you going to manage that in the fall.
(Faculty-CAS)
•
If you have seats reserved for freshman orientation it won’t take the students long to figure out
seats will open in classes on freshman and transfer orientation days.
•
Need consistency - open in December means open all summer.
Change to seanet with no warning - changes need to be communicated to advisors before students
(Faculty-CAS)
What got less clear was some stuff at the chair’s level: (Faculty-CAS)
•
When to determine a class is low enrolled, under-enrolled, etc.
•
We have some classes where we keep come restrictions in place “through pre-registration” and
then drop them to open the course up to non majors. That was obviously, less clear but we can sort
that out at the department level if this becomes the norm.
•
I think students respond to deadlines so, in general, I would think we would have fewer seniors who
have not done what they need to do if we had some intermediate deadline—at least for them. So
we could run a “you’re not graduating” report in time for them to do something.
•
Obviously, bullets 1 and 2 are related for some courses so we would want to coordinate the “open
to all” date with the cut date so each class had an optimal chance to be fully enrolled.

Negatives
What needs retooling?
9.

It is not transparent in who the seats are “reserved” for. An example would be when we were working
w/transfer students during orientation that for certain classes all the transfer reserved seats had been
taken, but the system was still showing reserved seats open because there were reserved seats for the
freshman orientation (also same holds true for the early registration process). This created a negative
student experience and was difficult to manage from the advisor side too. We only had two orientation
sessions this past spring and concerned as to how this will play out with 7 freshman sessions & 5 transfer
sessions. (UC-Advisor)
10. Also, the other item that was discovered was students who had taken a reserved seat & then dropped it
after the fact the seat was only available to students with that same reserved seat coding and not the
general population. (this was after the orientation sessions were complete). I know a process was
developed to clean-up each morning, but that only happened once a day. Once again concerned how this
will play out with the additional sessions that will be occurring this summer. (UC-Advisor)

No wait, we did send to advisors…
“For those who attended the first forum”
Subject: Spring Registration Changes - Email to Students
Hello!
The following email will be sent to the students in the next couple of days regarding changes in the spring registration process:
Fall Students,
The Office of the Registrar, along with your college or school, are piloting a change in our pre-registration this spring. As you’re likely aware, preregistration opens on November 2. We have typically closed registration in spring and fall to allow for billing and orientation registration. The
close date for spring was set for November 29.
As a result of recent changes to the billing cycles and a relatively new method of reserving orientation seats, we have decided to leave
registration open from November 2 until the end of drop/add, January 19. This is a pilot change to our registration. As a result, you may notice
seats in various sections of your courses that have been reserved. These reservations are likely being held for new students beginning this
spring. Please compare available seats in a course with the reserved seating. If available seats are less than or equal to the reserved seats, those
seats may not be available to you for registration until after spring orientation. Each of you were given these same opportunities when you
began your studies at UNCW, thus we want to provide those same opportunities to our entering spring students. This has not changed. The
operational change is keeping registration open for you without interruption.
We hope this provides more opportunities for you to manage your registration. The Office of the Registrar will be setting a date in mid to late
February for an after action review. I personally would like to hear your thoughts on this change after registration has closed this spring. Your
responses and those of faculty and staff will determine whether this will become a permanent change, beginning in fall 2016.
For more information and to leave your comments on this change, visit http://uncw.edu/reg/registration-reservedSeats.htm.

Known Error

Did not stop the registration, but caused
concern for the user.

SWPORES
writes attribute,
term, cohort, &
CRN for course
RSVP

SWPATTR
writes the
orientation
attribute to
student
Unique access to each
orientation’s reserved
seats gained only during
the session registered.
Open registration for all
other courses.

Side-by-side
Positive (+)

Negative (-)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Easier for scheduling classes
Easier to assign faculty load
More time for students to register
Less student confusion/panic
Employee/Student flexibility
Decrease faculty advising workload

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Unable to determine how many reserve seats
were for transfer and how many for freshmen
Manual manipulation
Tuition billing concern
Expectation that faculty available during exams
and after graduation, for advisement
Timeliness of open seat rollout to all students
CAS faculty are also advisors – heavier load
Ensuring that advisors understand how reserve
seats work & general communication
When to determine if class is underenrolled
When to release course restrictions

Side-by-side
Forum Notes:
Question – So would that be any reserved seats that anybody puts on or that the Registrar’s
Office puts on?
Answer – No, you can set reserved seats up for orientation students. We have instructions on how
to do that. Most of them are for CAS, but departments can reserve seats for orientation, for a
particular clientele.
Question – You were saying it was going to be wiped out though? So even if I put it on it will be
wiped out?
Answer – After all orientations are done, yes.
Question – What if I put on reserved seats for seniors and not for an orientation?
Answer – Any of the reserved seating attributes in relation to “orientation only” will be wiped out.
Question – Currently in Banner, there are only reserved seats for one attribute
Answer – No, I believe you can. That’s how we do it in order to handle freshman and transfers.

Side-by-side
Forum Notes:
Question – With summer orientation, that’s going to be even trickier. That’s when we have six
freshman sessions and five transfer sessions, so it’s not just transfer vs. freshman, it’s all of those
sessions.
Answer – Right now it would be very difficult to manually re-tool that process. We are going to be
building processes where we can run in SeaNet and pick up all of those students for that
orientation and assign them then they are done within minutes of each other.
Question – But will that current orientation session see just reserved seats, but there may be
reserved for August students, so there is still that frustrated student. How will we be able to
decipher showing a student what is available for them in that session?
Answer – We will follow up on that. There will be some manipulation that we will need to do, so
we will take that back to the drawing board.
Question – When you start to tweak the system, could you pull some test users (UC, Biology, CSB,
etc.) so that we can see it from another perspective?
Answer – Yes, and if you want to be a test pilot for any of these processes, please let us know.

Side-by-side
Forum Notes:
Question – What kind of trainings will be offered for DegreeWorks?
Answer – We will do several face-to-face sessions in the computer labs and create an
online training. The training will be a two part process to include students, in addition
to advisors. We want both groups to be comfortable with the new design. We also
want to offer a train-the-trainer type of approach in which you all can learn from each
other to ensure the general population is comfortable with this change.

Want to stay connected?

• If you’re not currently receiving information
from our office or did not receive an invite to
this forum, please contact Erin St. Ledger at
stledgere@uncw.edu or 2-3126.

Discussion, Questions, Suggestions

